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Michael J. Novogradac, CPA, discusses the list of banks that were 

designated as systematically important; the Super Committee; tax reform; and 
federal appropriations. Then he discusses a number of new renewable energy 
tax credit bills that were introduced last week; a comment invitation seeking input 
on the new markets tax credit program; new NMTC compliance monitoring 
guidance and the latest QEI issuance report. Next, he discusses guidance 
complied to assist the preservation community in addressing Section 106 
requirements during disaster response efforts and an op-ed in support of the 
Rehabilitation of Historic Schools Act. Finally, he discusses the Financial Service 
Committee hearing about the HOME program, and proposed changes to the 
HOME program regulations. 

 
Summaries of each topic:  

1. General News (2:06 – 9:46) Pages 2-4  
2. Renewable Energy Tax Credits (9:47  – 14:27) Pages 5-6 
3. New Markets Tax Credits (14:28 – 19:37) Pages 7-8 
4. Historic Tax Credits (19:38 – 21:44) Page 9 
5. Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (21:45 – 25:05) Pages 10-11 

 
Editorial material in this transcript is for informational purposes only and 

should not be construed otherwise. Advice and interpretation regarding tax 
credits or any other material covered in this transcript can only be obtained from 
your tax advisor.  

 
© Novogradac & Company LLP, 2011 All rights reserved. Reproduction of 

this publication in whole or in part in any form without written permission from the 
publisher is prohibited by law. For reprint information, please send an e-mail to 
cpas@novoco.com.   
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GENERAL NEWS 
 
Eight U.S. Banks Deemed Systematically Important  

 On Friday, the Financial Stability Board published a list of banks that it will 
require to hold more capital because of their importance to the global 
financial system.  

 The initial list of Globally Systemically Important Financial Institutions 
includes 29 banks, 8 of which are based in the U.S.  

 The eight U.S. banks are  
1. Bank of America 
2. Bank of New York Mellon 
3. Citigroup 
4. Goldman Sachs 
5. JP Morgan Chase 
6. Morgan Stanley 
7. State Street 
8. Wells Fargo 

 Reports indicate that the list was determined based on five criteria:  
1. banks’ absolute size,  
2. their complexity,  
3. the extent of their cross-border activities and  
4. the degree to which they are interconnected with the rest of the 

financial system 
5. to what extent the banks in question provided services that couldn't 

be quickly or adequately replaced by other banks if they failed.  
 Starting in 2016, the 29 banks will be required to hold more capital than 

other banks "in order to reflect the greater cost to the system of their 
failure."  

 And by 2019, at the latest, the G-SIFIs will have to hold a tier 1 capital 
ratio up to 3.5 percentage points higher than banks that weren’t deemed 
“systemically relevant.”  

 The board plans to classify the 29 banks in five "buckets," each bucket 
requiring extra capital of 1%, 1.5%, 2%, 2.5% and 3.5%.  

 It is still too early to say which "bucket" the individual banks will be put in, 
but the 3.5% "bucket" will be left empty to start with.  

 The Financial Stability Board is expected to update the list of G-SIFIs in 
November every year.  

 The methodology used to define them will be reviewed every three years.  
 As banks adjust their holdings to meet the new requirements, there are 

significant implications for their interest in tax credit investments.  
 For example, some residential and commercial real estate lending is 

considered more volatile or a higher risk than other types of lending.  
 The new rules weigh the risk for these types of real estate lending more 

heavily and require banks to hold higher levels of capital against such 
loans.  
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 There is concern that this will have a chilling effect on the flow of credit to 
the real estate sector, including the tax credit investment sector.  

 As a result, overall market liquidity and valuation could diminish.  
 It’s still too early to tell what impact these rules will have on the 29 G-SIFIs 

and more specifically the 8 U.S. banks. 
 We will continue to monitor the situation and report back as conditions 

warrant.  
 
Super Committee 

 We’ve drawn another week closer to the deadline for the Joint Select 
Committee on Deficit Reduction or Super Committee to deliver a 10-year, 
$1.2 trillion deficit reduction package.  

 Last week, 145 members of Congress signed a bipartisan letter urging the 
Super Committee to consider all options, including revenue increases, in 
order to reach a final deal. 

 The ACTION Campaign reports that it appears likely that any final deficit 
reduction package would include instructions to the tax-writing committees 
to develop tax reform proposals by a set deadline. 

 
Tax Reform  

 Speaking of tax reform, lawmakers traded criticisms last week related to 
House Ways and Means Chairman Dave Camp’s corporate tax reform 
discussion draft.  

 As listeners will recall from last week’s podcast, the proposed plan calls 
for lowering the corporate tax rate to 25 percent by broadening the tax 
base, but does not include specific proposals on how to do so.   

 On November 2, House Ways and Means Ranking Member Sander Levin 
released a Joint Committee on Taxation analysis that found that repeal of 
“almost all of the major corporate tax expenditures,” on a revenue neutral 
basis, would result in the top corporate tax rate falling from 35% down to 
28%.  

 Republican staff on the Ways and Means committee were quick to 
contend that a 25% rate is achievable, noting that a number of items have 
not been scored yet 

 The adequacy to which pass-through entities have been addressed is also 
subject to substantial debate. 

 That said, some interesting facts are revealed in the JCT memo.  
 For example, repeal of the low-income housing tax credit saves only $4.8 

billion over five years, less than 1% of total tax savings.  
 I discuss this analysis in more detail in my blog, which can be found online 

at novogradac.wordpress.com.  
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Appropriations Update  
 On November 1, the Senate voted 69 to 30 to pass three fiscal year (FY) 

2012 appropriations bills. 
 The Transportation, Housing and Urban Development appropriations bill 

was combined with the Agriculture, and the Commerce, Justice and 
Science appropriations bills to form one “minibus” bill.  

 The minibus includes significant spending reductions, notably a $4.1 
billion cut to HUD programs as compared to the FY 2011 enacted level.  

 However, individual HUD program levels are mostly unchanged from the 
level set by the Senate Committee on Appropriations on Sep. 21.  

 On November 3, House Speaker John Boehner announced a group of 
veteran GOP appropriators to represent House Republicans in 
negotiations over the minibus bill.  

 The conferees include Reps. Jerry Lewis, Bill Young, Frank Wolf, Jack 
Kingston, Tom Latham, Robert Aderholt, Jo Ann Emerson, John 
Culberson, John Carter and Steven LaTourette.  
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RENEWABLE ENERGY TAX CREDIT NEWS 
 
Reichert, Blumenauer Introduce Bipartisan Extension of Renewable Energy 
Production Tax Credit  

 Representatives Dave Reichert and Earl Blumenauer, members of the tax-
writing House Committee on Ways and Means, last week introduced the 
American Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit Extension Act.  

 H.R. 3307 is a bipartisan bill that extends the tax credit for the production 
of wind power, geothermal power, hydropower, and other forms of 
renewable energy for four years through 2016. 

 The current incentive is set to expire next year for wind and in 2013 for 
other renewable energy forms.   

 Environment & Energy Publishing reported last week Congressman 
Reichert’s bill has a good chance of passage.  

 E&E cites an unnamed Democratic aide that suggested the bill could be 
attached the extension to a larger tax bill that could emerge from the 
deficit reduction Super Committee. 

 Congressmen Reichert and Blumenauer introduced their bill to extend the 
credit on the same day as Rep. Mike Pompeo introduced a bill to eliminate 
the PTC and numerous other renewable energy tax incentives.  

 
Pompeo, Labrador Co-Sponsor Bill to End All Energy Subsidies 

 Rep. Pompeo was joined by Rep. Labrador to introduce H.R. 3308, the 
Energy Freedom and Economic Prosperity Act.  

 If enacted, the bill would permanently end all taxpayer subsidies for the 
energy industry. 

 The bill would fully repeal the following subsidies: 
o The Production Tax Credit for electricity produced from renewable 

sources, including wind, biomass and hydropower. 
o Investment Tax Credit for equipment powered by solar, fuel cells, 

geothermal or other specified renewable resources. 
o Plug-in electric and fuel cell vehicles. 
o Alternative fuel and alternative fuel mixtures. 
o Cellulosic Biofuel Producer Credit. 
o Alternative fuel infrastructure. 

 The legislation is revenue neutral, and its sponsors say it would provide 
for a comparable reduction in the corporate tax rate for every dollar 
generated from the tax credit repeals. 

 
Stabenow Proposes Extending, Expanding Energy Manufacturing Tax 
Credit 

 Sen. Debbie Stabenow of Michigan introduced a bill late last month to 
extend and expand the Section 48C program. 

 Senate Bill 1764 is called the Make in in America Tax Credit Act 
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 The bill would rename the Section 48C program the Make it in America 
Credit.  

 More importantly, the bill would extend the 30 percent tax credit through 
2011 at a level of $5 billion. 

 Of the total, $1.5 billion would be reserved for pending applications that 
were submitted but not funded under the original Section 48C tax credit 
application round.  

 The bill also includes a provision that would allow taxpayers to elect to 
receive a cash grant in lieu of the tax credit.  

 And finally, the bill expands the credit by adding biobased manufacturing 
to the list of eligible project types. 

o A qualifying biobased product is any product containing at least 25 
percent biobased content, which is defined as carbon from 
biological sources including soy and wheat. 

o Biobased products that may be used as a petrochemical alternative 
would also be eligible for the credit. 

 A copy of the bill is available to download at www.energytaxcredits.com.  
 
Tester, Risch Propose Streamlined Permitting Process  

 On November 1, Senators Jon Tester and Jim Risch introduced a 
bipartisan bill that would streamline permitting for renewable energy 
projects on public lands. 

 The bill is called the Public Lands Renewable Energy Development Act.   
 It would create a leasing pilot project to help create a development 

process that treats renewable energy similar to traditional sources of 
energy development like oil and gas. 

 The senators say their bill also ensures that funds generated by energy 
development benefits states, counties and various conservation efforts. 

 They report that currently, obtaining Bureau of Land Management permits 
for solar and wind projects on public lands can take more than two years.  

 Tester and Risch say their bill would reduce the number of steps required 
by law and make it easier for companies to plan for the long term.  

 
Sensenbrenner Introduces Bill to Audit Loan Guarantees  

 On November 2, Congressman Sensenbrenner introduced the Federal 
Accounting of Renewable Energy (FARE) Act, which would require 
independent audits of all renewable energy loan guarantees as well as 
independent review for all future loans. 

 Sensenbrenner’s legislation would require an audit of all past loan 
guarantees and require outside, independent audits of all future 
applicants.  

 Senator Vitter has introduced similar legislation in the Senate.  
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NEW MARKETS TAX CREDIT NEWS 
 
Comment Invitation 

 The CDFI Fund has invited comments on a number of issues related to 
the new markets tax credit.  

 The notice invites public input on six topics:  
1. The definition of low-income communities and the designation of 

areas of higher distress 
2. The treatment of certain businesses, specifically whether certain 

businesses should be barred or discouraged from receiving 
NMTCs, or if other types of businesses should be encouraged  

3. The community accountability of community development entities, 
or CDEs 

4. The disclosure of, or limitations on, transaction costs  
5. The CDFI Fund’s evaluation of the quality of an applicant’s financial 

products 
6. The use of other federally subsidized financing in conjunction with 

NMTCs 
 Comments will be accepted on these topics until February 6.  
 A copy of the notice and details about submitting input can be found online 

at www.newmarketscredits.com.  
 The New Markets Tax Credit Working Group is currently reviewing the 

notice and plans to submit comments.  
 For more information about the working group, you can visit 

www.nmtcworkinggroup.com.  
 
CDFI Fund Issues New Compliance Guidance  

 Last week, the Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI) 
Fund published an updated version of its New Markets Tax Credit 
Compliance and Monitoring Frequently Asked Questions.  

 Twenty-six questions have been added or significantly modified from the 
last version of the document published in May 2009.  

 Novogradac & Company has reviewed the 26 new or modified items and 
here are just a few of the highlights in the new guidance.  

o Question #13 provides an update to the real estate v. non-real 
estate QALICB definition. Previous guidance required a tenant and 
landlord to be under common control. The updated guidance 
requires a minimum of 50% of the real estate to be occupied by the 
tenant under common control with the landlord.  

o Question # 17 provides some helpful details on the calculation of 
how the 20 percent affordable housing unit requirement is to be 
met, both for rental housing and for-sale housing.  

o Question #18 clarifies that the substantial rehab period is now 
based on any 24 month period, either beginning, ending, or 
straddling the QLICI date. Previously, the 24-month period either 
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ended or began on the QLICI date, so this update provides some 
additional latitude. 

o Question #35 identifies material events and provides a lengthy list 
of examples. Some more surprising inclusions are changes in 
business strategy or fees, changes in tax structure, and changes in 
governing or advisory board. 

o In Questions #46 and 47 the CDFI Fund promises guidance or sub-
CDEs and allocatees that reach year 7.  

 These are just a few of the items that are new or significantly modified.  
 If you have questions about the updated compliance guidance please call 

my partner Brad Elphick in our Atlanta office or Nicolo Pinoli in our 
Portland office.   

 
More than $1 Billion in QEIs Finalized Last Month  

 Last week, the CDFI Fund released its monthly update to its ongoing 
Qualified Equity Investment Issuance Report. 

 The report identifies the dollar amount of allocation authority that has been 
issued to investors; and the amount remaining to be issued to investors. 

 In October more than $1 billion of QEIs were finalized.  
 This is an increase from September, when $885 million of QEIs were 

finalized. 
 The amount still available in new markets tax credit allocation authority 

remaining is approximately $4.5 billion as of November 2.   
 Many listeners will recall that this dramatic increase in QEIs in September 

and October is can be linked to the 9th round eligibility requirement related 
to QEI issuance.  

 Organizations that applied for the 9th round of new markets tax credits 
and that have previously received a new markets tax credit allocation had 
until October 14 to meet the qualified equity investment threshold in order 
to be eligible a new allocation in the 2011 round.  

 Another interesting figure to note is that in the past 12 months more than 
$5 billion of QEIs have been finalized.  
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HISTORIC TAX CREDIT NEWS 
 
ACHP Posts Disaster Guidance  

 In response to recent catastrophic events across the country, the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation recently prepared a list of Frequently 
Asked Questions to assist the historic preservation community in 
addressing Section 106 requirements during disaster response efforts.  

 The FAQs explain the Section 106 process in the context of disaster and 
emergency response.  

 In that context, the FAQs also describe the coordination and timing of 
compliance actions in the immediate aftermath of an event, and clarify the 
roles and responsibilities of relevant agencies and consulting parties 
under Section 106.  

 The FAQs can be found on the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
web site at www.achp.gov.  

 
Kaine Op-Ed Supporting School Bill 

 Last week former Virginia Governor Tim Kaine wrote an op-ed piece 
supporting the Rehabilitation of Historic Schools Act.  

 The column appeared in the October 29 issue of the Daily Press, a 
Norfolk-area newspaper.  

 Kaine served as Virginia's governor from 2006-2010 and is a candidate for 
the U.S. Senate. 

 In the column, Kaine lauds The Rehabilitation of Historic Schools Act, 
introduced recently by Senators Mark Warner and Jim Webb.  

 The bill would allow communities to partner with private sector developers 
to rehabilitate the nation’s older school buildings by amending historic tax 
credit rules.  

 In his editorial, Kaine wrote,  
o “As we wrestle with the need to create jobs in this economy, I 

advocate for the kind of "double plus" investments that create jobs 
in the short term and position us for future prosperity. Our federal 
government will need to make serious spending reductions to get 
the deficit under control, but we must also make smart investments 
that encourage economic growth.”  

 Kaine wrote that he is encouraged by the bipartisan support this bill has 
received at the state and federal level.  
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LOW-INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDIT NEWS 
 
HOME Hearing  

 Last week the House Financial Services Subcommittee on Insurance, 
Housing and Community Opportunity and the Subcommittee on Oversight 
and Investigations held a hearing called “Fraud in the HUD HOME 
Program.” 

 NCSHA reports that it drafted and gathered signatures for a sign-on letter 
supporting the HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME) program and 
underscoring its record of success for the members of the committee prior 
to the hearing.  

 The letter reminded the committee members of the more than 1 million 
affordable homes produced and the additional more than 240,000 tenants 
assisted with HOME over the past 20 years.  

 Thirty-three national organizations signed the letter.  
 HOME is the largest federal block grant to state and local governments 

designed exclusively to produce affordable housing for low-income 
families. 

 The letter highlights the many uses of HOME, including assisting the 
homeless, renters, and homeowners; serving persons with special needs; 
and assisting in disaster recovery efforts.   

 As most listeners know, HOME funding is a key piece in financing 
numerous affordable housing developments, including housing for the 
elderly, 811 housing for persons with disabilities, rural housing, and 
housing financed with low-income housing tax credits.  

 HOME funds often make developments financially feasible, and help them 
achieve deeper income targeting than would otherwise be possible. 

 
HUD Proposes Changes to HOME Rules  

 On Friday, HUD announced that it is proposing new regulatory 
requirements under the HOME program.  

 HUD presented the proposed rule to Congress last week and is expected 
to publish full details of the proposed regulatory changes in the Federal 
Register.   

 Specifically, HUD says its proposed rule would: 
o Require state and local governments to adopt policies and 

procedures to improve their oversight of projects, develop a system 
for assessing the relative risk of projects, and more closely monitor 
their HOME-funded sub-recipients;  

o Require state and local governments to assess a developer’s 
capacity and the long-term viability of the project, before they 
commit HOME funds to a project; 

o Require more frequent reporting by state and local ‘participating 
jurisdictions’ to enable HUD to more closely track projects once 
they’re under way; and  
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o Set a higher ‘performance bar’ by establishing specific timeframes 
for taking corrective actions against participating jurisdictions who 
fail to complete what they started. 

 In addition, HUD says it is in the process of improving the Integrated 
Disbursement and Information System (IDIS).   

 IDIS is the primary data collection and reporting mechanism for tracking 
the commitment of HOME funds as well as the actual expenditure of these 
resources on a project-by-project basis.   

 HUD says it is making significant changes to IDIS to improve grant 
management, reduce risk and address troubled projects. 

 


